
“One measurable benefit from this program is the influence that 
participants now have on the rest of the organization. The flow-on  
effect of their high-performance behaviors is driving improved 
performance and behaviors of their entire team. “

Your team. Your terms.
Objective, dedicated 
and on-call, always
Surrounding every program participant with 

tenured global expertise, wherever they are, 

whenever they need it. 

Delivering an unrivalled value proposition by integrating executive 

coaching and mentorship together with unrestricted access to the 

business subject matter expertise of the CSaaS Advisory Board.  

Working hand-in-hand with our Executive Coaches, these Advisors bring 

contextualized business insights and best practices to every program 

participant, enriching their leadership development and empowering 

them to drive exceptional business outcomes.  

This well-rounded approach has been proven to deliver incremental value 

to participants, boosting their capabilities and accelerating their growth as 

effective business leaders. Our battle-tested business advisors have all hired, 

coached and mentored to success teams of their own and bring domain 

expertise in the mission-critical areas of sales, marketing, business strategy, 

effective negotiation, technology infrastructure and roadmap planning, 

legal, compliance and business finance. 

We challenge the status-quo and provide independent, objective and 

contextual validation to day-to-day and strategic challenges. The CSaaS 

Coach / Advisory Board partnership is perfectly positioned to help your 

people grow, develop and excel on their mandate, while flourishing in 

today’s priority of work-life harmony.

Individual Advisory Program

(888) 505-5067
expert@csaascorp.com

www.csaascorp.com



How It Works

Featured Articles 

“Those who take advantage of executive coaching enjoy unparalleled benefits 
including  business performance and goal achievement, improved leadership, 
boost in motivation and focus, positive relationships with colleagues, greater 
ability to self regulate and more confidence when making decisions.”

• Assigned Executive Business Partner & Coach

• Regular but flexible 1-1 engagement cadence

• Develop a rolling 100-Day Personal Objective Plan (PoP)

• Monthly discussion forums with Advisory Board

• Unmetered document reviews

• Unmetered access to CSaaS Resources Library

• Unmetered Advisory Board access on any key initiative

• External peer-group and Program alumni networking

(888) 505-5067
expert@csaascorp.com

www.csaascorp.com

You are enrolled in the program and we assign your EBP.

Your Executive Business Partner is your leadership coach and 

prime point of contact, who also facilitates regular interactions 

with various business mentors from the CSaaS Advisory Board. 

Your EBP gets to know you and understand your business, your 

professional goals and the business initiatives that form part  

of your mandate. 

You and your EBP quickly develop a value-based relationship 

and are jointly responsible for driving the relationship to 

success. A regular but flexible cadence is established and 

all the CSaaS resources are made available to you.

Whatever your personal or professional goal, whatever the 

challenge, whatever the initiative, we come together as one,  

for you! 

- (Harvard Business Review, 2022)


